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Curved surface area of a cone: nrl

Surface xeaof asphere : 4tr2

Volume of a cone : Lt'h
3

Volume of a sphere : t*'

Area of trian gle ABC: labsinC
2

Arc length : r0 , where 0 is in radians

Sector area: Lr'T.where g is in radians
2

Mathematical Formulae

ab c

sinA sinB sinC

a'=b2 +c'-ZbccosA

Mean: Zfx
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3

Answer all the questions.

I calc ulut" ll'27i 
-

30.67 *(s.zt)'
Write your answer correct to 4 significant figures.

Answer ....... tll

2 Kiegen draws this graph to show his monthly water bill for each of the last three months.

Moutftly Water Bill

350

Cost

\r'aler

rJ0

June .luly

State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a
misinterpretation of the graph.

t1l

200
of

($)

ISS

M*y
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3 Given that 72**1rl = 1, findx.
49

4 (a) Express 3024 as a product of its prime factors.

(b) Hence, find the smallest positive integer m such thut 
3024 

is a cube number.
m

Answer .......t11

Answer ....... tll

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Examination 2020
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5 Employees of a company are offered a salary increase based on one of the schemes:

Scheme A: An increase of l2o/o of their present salary.

Scheme B: An increase of $90 plus 10% of their present salary.

Gwendolyn finds that both schemes will give her the same salary increase. Given that
Gwendolyn's present salary is $x, forrn an equation in temrs of x and hence find her
present salary.

6
x3Express - - as a single fraction in its simplest form.^ 2x-l x+l

Answer t2l

tSS {EI5NA Preliminary Examination 2020

taftematics ($4E 01)

PartnerlnLearning
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The diagram shows two circles with radii x and4x.

A point is chosen, at random, inside the larger circle.

Find, in its simplest fractional form, the probability that this point is in the shaded area.

8 x is directly proportional to f .

y is decreasedby 40a/o.

Find the percentage decrease in x.

Answer l2l

MSS 4EISNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mathematics (1048/01)

PartnerlnLeaming
393
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9 Solve the equation Zxz -llx =21 .

Answer .r : .............. or .............. t3]

10 (a) Solve the inequalities -1.!*-s <? .23

o) Write down all the prime numbers which satisff -l <1*-S <? .'23

Answer l2l

Answer .......t11

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Eramination 2020
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11 The diagram shows atiangle ABC.

(a) On the diagram, construct
(i) the bisector of angle ABC,
(ii) the perpendicular bisector of BC,

A

C

B

tll
t1l

O) Mark clearly a possible point which is inside the triangle, equidistant from B and

C and is nearer ta AB than BC. Label this pointX. tll

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Eramination 2020
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12 The diagram shows a regular pentagon ABCIH, a regular hexagon DEFGHI and a
frangle CDI.

F

E

Findx.
Give a reason for each statement you make.

A

BG

C

ilSS 4E/5NA Preliminary ftamination 2020

I{athematics (4048101)

PartnerlnLeaming
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13 180

10

210

180

tz0 DA

The diagram shows a pond in the shape of a pentagon.

The measurements given are in metres and the diagram is not drawn to scale.

Lamp posts are to be constructed around the perimeter of the pond with the following
requirements:

o The larnp posts are to be equally spaced from each other.

o One lamp post must be constructed at each vertex of the pentagon.

o Minimum ntrmber of lamp posts are to be constructed to save cost.

Find

(a) the distance between any two lamp posts.

(b)

Answer .....m [1]

the number of lamp posts to be constrrcted.

Answer lamp posts [2]

MSS 4ElSllA Preliminary Eramination 2020
Mathematics (11148/01 )
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The ratio of the breadth to the length of a rectangle is 1 :2.If thebreadth is reduced by 50%
and the length is increased by 25o/o, calculate the new area as a percentage of the original
area ofthe rectangle.

Answer .........%13)

15 (a) Sketch the graph of y - (x-3)(x+2) on the axis below.

Indicate clearly the coordinates of the points where the guph crosses the axes and
the minimum point on the curve.

v

x

l2l

(b) Write down the equation of the line of symmetry of the graph.

Awwer

0

398

tll

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Examination 2020
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t2

The matrices below show the results of 14 games played by two floorball teams and the
points awarded.

Won Drawn Lost Points

Courage

Diligence t )
3
3

4
5

7
6

Won

Drawn

Lost

(r)

t;l

(a)

O) Explain what your answer to (a) represents.

Answer .......121

,'o (: ::)[i]

t1l

17 (a) Factorise 5x2 -20y2 completely.

(b) Factorise completely 6ap +9aq - 6bq - abp .

Answer .......t21

MSS 4EI5NA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mathematics (4048101)

PartnerlnLeaming
399
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18 A map is drawn to a scale of 1 : 2 500 000.

(a) The length of the longest highway on the map is 16.8 cm.

Find the actual distance, in kilometres, of this highway.

Answer ... km Ul

(b) A country has an actual area of 102 02Afu2.
Find the area, in square centimetres, of that country on the map.

Answer cmz y21

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Eramination 2020

illathematics (41118/01)

PartnerlnLeaming
400
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t4

BA
E

8cm

13 cm

In the diagram, ABCD is a rectangle, DFE is a straight line and E lies on AB .

FC is perpendicular to DE at F.
DE : DC: 13 cm and FC: AD:8 cm.

(a) Show that triangle DAE andtriangle CFD ate congruent.

Give a re,Non for each statement you make.

Answer

(b) Findthe areaof BCFE.

Answer ..cm2121

CD

121

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Examination 2020
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20 (a) On the Venn Diagram shown in the answer space, shade the set (enn')'
Answer

,
5 A B

(b) { : {students inaschool}
A: {male students}
B: {students who wear spectacles}
C: {students who walk to school}

Express male students who do not wear spectacles and walk to school in set notation.

(c) 6 : {x: x is an integer and L2 < x <21)
P : {x: x is a prime number}

Q: {x: r is divisible by 7}

Find

(i) PwQ,

Answer Ill
(ii) P'.

Answer ....... tll

tll

MSS 4E/5NA Prellminary Examination 2020
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t6

Point I has coordinates (0, -2). Point B has coordinates (3, 2).

v

B (3,2j

x
3

.)
A (A, -2)

(a) Find the equation of the line AB.

Answer

(b) Calculate the length of the line segment,,4B.

2

0

l2l

Answer units [2]

MSS 4EISNA Preliminary Examination 2020
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22 Speed
(rrls)

20

0 5 19 28

Time
(seconds)

The speed-time graph shows the journey of a car.

(a) How long was the car travelling at zero acceleration?

Artrwer ...... s [1]

(b) Find the speed of the car at 4 seconds.

Answer ... r:/s [2]

(c) The speed limit of the road at which the car was travelling was 70 km/h.
Show, with working, whether the car exceeded the speed limit.

Answer

404

121

illSS 4E/5t{A Prellminary Eramination 2020
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23 The cumulative frequency graph shows the distribution of the speed of 200 cirs on a
particular morning.

200

r60

t20

Cumulative
Frequency

80

40

50

40 50

MSS 4EI5NA Prellminary Examination 2020
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0
60 70

Speed (t<rdh)

9080 100

This box-and-whisker plot represents the dishibution of the speed of another 200 cars on

the same day in the evening.

60 90 100
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(a) Use the two diagrams to complete this table for the speed of cars in the morning
and evening.

Time
Lower

Quartile
Median

Upper

Quartile

Interquartile

Range

Morning 70.5

Evening 65 82 2t

l2l

O) The speed limit on this road is 80 hnlh.
Below are two statements comparing the speeds in the morning and evening.
For each one, write whether you agrce or disagree, grving a reason for your answer.

Statement 1: The cars are traveling at a more consistent speed in the evening

than in the moming.

AgreelDisagree:

Reason:

Statement 2: There is a higher chance that a car can be issued with a fine for

speeding in the morning than in the evening.

Agree/Disagree:

Reason:

t3l

tSS 4E/SNA Prellminary Eramination 2020
illathematics (4048/01 )
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20

ABD is a triangle where AB : 80 cm, AD : 140 cm, and,BD : 180 cm.

l,B is produced to C ard BC: L65 cm.

/n

140

165

D

(a) Show that triangle ACD is similar to frangle ADB
Answer

(b) Calculate the length CD.

Answer ...cm [1]

(c) Calculate angle BAD.

Answer .......t31

80

B

C

t21

MSS 1Elst{A Preliminary Eramination 2020
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(i)

MSS 4E/5NA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mathematics (1048/01)

21

(a) ABC is a triangle and B, C and D forrns a straight line.

AB : 5 cm, BC: 12 cm and AC: 13 cm.

A

13 cm
5cm

l2cm C

Show that ABC is a right-angled triangle.

Answer

(ii) Find snZACD .

D

l2l

Answer ....... tll

B

PartnerlnLeaming
408
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(b)

22

(5y)cm

(4y + 1)cm (7x - y)cm

(6x * Z)cm

The diagram shows a parallelogram.

(r) Form two different equations involving x andy.

Answer .......t11

t1l

(ii) Find the values ofx andy by solving the equations in (bxr) simultaneously.

7cm

MSS 4EI5NA Preliminary Eramination 2020
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Curved surface atea af a cone = nrl

Surface area of a sphere : 41tr2

Mathematical Formulae

Volume of a sphere = ntr'

Total amount : P(1*#)'

Volume of a cone : L*'h
3

I
J

Area of trian gle ABC: 
f,absinC

Arc length : r0 ,where 0 is in radians

Sector area: 
*.r",where 

g is in radians

dbc
sinl sin.B sinC

a' =b' + c' -2bccosA

Mean: >fx
Zf
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1 (a) Express x' - x-lin the form (x+a)'+b

(b)

(c)

m:

(i) Evaluaterlrwhen d:2,b:1 andy:7.

(ir) Express y in terms of a, b and, m.

Solve 5 
- 

2 
=4.x+3 x-2

Answer .x =.............. or .............. t4]

g;

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mahematics (4048/02)

PartnerlnLeaming
412
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Answer t21

Answer t21
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(d) It is given n 6 -!!- =! .2y+x 7

Find the value of I.
v

Answer .......121

MSS 4E / 5NA Preliminary Examination 2020

Matlrematics (4048n2)

PartnerlnLearning
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2 (t) Genevieve invests $58 000 in a S-year savings plan with an interest rate of 3Yo per
annum compounded every 6 months.
Calculate the total interest she will receive at the end of 5 years.

t3lAnswer $..

(b) In January 2020, Singapore's estimated total retail sales were valued at $4.1 billion.
(1 billion: lxlOe)

(r) Calculate the estimated total retail sales for January 2019 given that there was
a decrease of 2.4Yo in January 2020.

Answer $............. ......L21

(ii) Online retail sales in January 2020 was valued at $0.24 billion.

(a) Write $0.24 billion in standard form.

Answer $............. ......tI1

(b) Calculate the online retail sales as a percentage of total retail sales in
Jaruary 2020.

Awwer %lrl
MSS 4E i sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mahematics (4048/02)

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) Liyanawent to Europe for a holiday and bought a bag for 945 Euros. She then sold the

bag to her friend at a profit of LTo/o.

The rate of exchange between Singapore dollars (SGD) and Euro (€) was

SGD I = 0.63€.
Calculate the price she sold the bag to her friend in Singapore dollars (SGD).

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mahematics (4048/02)
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3 P

102 m

A

374m
248 m

The diagram shows an airport control tower AP of vertical height 102 m.
A, B and C are points on level ground where the bearing of ^B from C is 267.8', the bearing of
A ftam C is 293' , AB :248 m and,AC:374 m.

(a) Showthatangle ACB : 25.2o .

Answer

tll
(b) Calculate angle ABC.

Answer ...... t2l
(c) Find the area of hiangle ABC.

Answer ... m2 [3]

N

C

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mathematics (404A02)
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416
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(d) A groundhandling staff, M, walls in a shaight line from B to C.

(i) Showthatthe shortestdistance of MfromA is I59.24m correctto 5 significant
figures.

Answer

t21

(ii) Hence, find the greatest angle of elevation of P fuom M.

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mahematics (4048/02)

PartnerlnLearning
417

Answer l2l
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t3l

4 The first four terms in a sequence of numbers are given below.

4 = 6+(1- 2)z '2=5

Tz=6+(2-2)'-4=2

Tt=6+(3-2\2 -6=l
Tq =6+(4-2)' -8=2

(a) Find {.

Answer .......t11

O) Show that the nth term of the sequence, f , is given by n' -6n+10 .

Answer

l2l

(c) Tr and Trr are terms in the sequence.

It is given 111a1 \- =17 .
Tk

Show that this equation simplifies to

2k2 -2lk +40 :0 .

Answer

MSS 4E i sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mahematics (4048/02)

PartnerlnLeaming
418
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(d) Solve 2k2 -zlk+40:0

Answer k : .............. or t3l

(e) Explain why one of the solutions in part (d) must be rejected as the position of ( in

the sequence.

Answer

tll

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mahematics (4048/02)
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U
5

E

C

A, B, C, D and,E are points on the circle, centre O.
AD is the dia:neter of the circle.
ZCS and TAU are tangents to the circle.
Angle ATC: 68' .

(a) Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(D angle CAT,

(ii) angle AOC,

(iii) angle AEC,

Answer ....... tll

Answer tll

Answer t1l

A

T

MSS 4E lsNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mahematics (4048/02)
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420
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(rO angle ABC,

Answer ....... I1l

(v) angle DCS,

Answer ..,...,121

(vi) the radius of the circle given that AT: 10 cm.

Answer ..... cm [2]

(b) CanA, O, C atd Ibe points lying on another circle?

Justiff your answer.

Answer

...t11

MSS 4E / 5NA Preliminary Examination 2020

Matrematics (4048n2\

PartnerlnLearning
421
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6cm

B

ABC is a right-angled triangle.
ABD is a sector of a circle of radius 6 cm with cente A.
CBE is a sector of another circle with centre C.
Angle BAC:1.2 radians.

Find

(a) the length of arc BD,

(b) the length of BC,

(c) the perimeter of the shaded region I,

Answer . cm []

Answer . cm []

Answer . cm [2]

A6

E

D

C

MSS 4E i sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mathematics (4048/02)
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(d) the area of the shaded regionX,

(e) the area ofthe shaded region f.

Answer

Answer

cm2131

cm2;31

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mathematics (4048n21
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7 The variables x and y are connected by the equation y = 2x -7 +9 .

x

Some corresponding values of x andy are given in the table below.

x 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 6

v 3 1.3 I p 1.7 2.3 J 4.6 6.3

(a) Find the value ofp.

O) On the grid given, draw the graph of y =2x-7+9 for l< x<6.
x

(c) Use your graph to find the solution of 2x-7 +9 =5 .

x

(d) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at the point (3,1.7).

(e) By drawing a suitable line, find the solution(s) of the equation 9 =lZ-3,
x

L2)

MSS 4E l SNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mathematics (4048/02)

PartnerlnLeaming
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t7

V

23 cm

A
5 cm

10 cm
5cm

A solid is made up of a cone of base diameter 20 cm and height 23 cm,with a solid hemisphere
of diameter l0 cm removed from it.
The diagram shows the cross-section of the solid.

(a) Calculate the volume of the solid.

Answer . cm3 121

(b) Calculate the length of YA.

Answer . cm []

(c) Calculate the total surface area of the solid.

Answer . cm2 141

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mathematics (4048/02)
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(d) The solid is melt down to form small solid cylinders of radius 1.2 cm and height
2.5 cm.
Calculate the maximum number of small solid cylinders that can be made.

Answer t3l

MSS 4E lsNA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mathematics (4048/02)
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e (a) The waiting times, in minutes, of 50 clients from two bank branches are given as

follows:

Branchl

Branch-B

Mean: 10.2 mins Standard deviation : 1.48 mins

(i) For Branch l, calculate an estimate of

(a) the mean,

Answer ....... tll
(b) the standard deviation.

Answer l2l
(ii) Explain why the mean calculated in (i)(a) is an estimated value.

Anvwer

t1l

Time (rmins) l0<t<12 12<t<14 14<t<16 16<l< 18 18<t<20
Number of clients 5 23 8 10 4

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mahematics (4048/02)
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(iii) Based on the information above, which branch will you choose?

Justiff your decision with reasons.

Answer

t21

o) A box ofcupcakes contains 5 chocolate ,4 vanilla and 3 raspberry cupcakes.

Anthony takes a cupcake, at random, from the box. Brenda then takes another cupcake,

at random, from the box.

(i) Draw a tree diagram to show the probabilities of the possible outcomes.

Answer

t21

(il) Find, as a fraction in its simplest form, the probability that

(a) Anthony and Brenda both choose a vanilla cupcake,

An^rwer ....... tll

O) Brenda chooses a raspberry cupcake.

Answer

429

l2l

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
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2t

Megan would like to buy an air conditioner for her home.

(a) She recorded how long she would use the air conditioner in the following table.

Monday and Friday 6 hours each day

Tuesday to Thursday 7 hours 15 minutes each day

Saturday and Sunday t hours each day

Find the mean length of time that she would use the air conditioner each day

Answer hours [1]

Megan is deciding between two models of air conditioner.
The table below shows information that she needs, including the annual electricity consumption
of the two models.

Residential Air Gonditioners

Model S
(Standard)

Model E
(Energy efficient)

Price of air
conditioner $9oz $1 294

Electricity
consumption
in one year

1 390 kwh 847 kwh

Nofes;
o Prices include GST
o Electricity consumption is computed based on 8 hours of use each day

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020
Mahematics (4048102)

PartnerlnLeaming
430
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"r)

(b) Based on her usage, Megan estimates that the electricity consumptions in 1 year will be

1284.5 kWh for Model S and 782.7 kWh for Model E.

Explain how she found these estimates.

Answer

121

Service Contracts

Frequency Price per service
before 7% GST

1 service
every 2 months $25

1 service
every 3 months $30

1 service
every 4 months $gs

Otfgr: 30% discount on service contract
with purchase of Model S

MSS 4E / sNA Preliminary Examination 2020

Mathematics (4048/02)
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23

The total cost of an air conditioner includes its price, the cost of the electricity it
consumes and the cost of servicing it.

Electricity costs 20.97 cents per kWh, including GST.
Megan would like the air conditioner to be serviced once every 3 months.

Based on her usage, which model will have a lower total cost after 5 years of use?

Justify your decision with calculations.
(You should assume that the costs of electricity and servicing remain the same.)

Answer

U1

END OF PAPER 2
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point Marks Remarks

I 0.5524 B1 I

2

The vertical axis did not start from
zero giving an impression that the
cost of water in June was twice of
that in May but the actual data for
June is 1.3 times of May.

B1 I
B0 if no explanation is seen in
the answer.

3

7zr*r y L 
-1

49

7r'*r rL =70
7"

12x-1 _ 10

>2x-l:0
I
2

M1

A1

2

Ml awarded if 70 and 72 is
seen.

Acceptx: 0.5.

a@) 2a x33 x7 B1
2

(b) m=14 B1

5
l.l2x = 1.lx+ 90

x = $4500

BI
A1 2

Accept altemative equati on:
0.12x:0.lx+90

6

_ x(x+t)-l(zx-t)
(2x-t)(x+t)

x'+x-6x+3
(zx-t)(x+t)

x2 -5x+3
(zx*t)(x+t)

M1

AI

2

7

P(shaded area) =
n(4x)'-rx'

n(+x)'
llrxz 15

l6rxz 16

MI

A1

2

8

*=b'
xN =k(0.6y)'

= 0.36lry'

%od'o- A#xtooyo
:64Yo

M1

AI

2

Acceot alternativ e methods.
Eg. Assume k: 1

yx
Original I I
New 0.6 0.36

Yodecr.- 
1-0'36x 

rca%
1

:64%o

Ml awarded for combining into
a single fraction
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

9

2x2 -llx-21=o
(2x+3)(x-7)= o

,: -11 orx=7
z

M1

81, 81

3

Ml for correct factorisation.

AwardM0 if
(x+1.5)(x-7) = 0is seen.

10(a)

-l<!x-5 o, !r-s<?
223

x>4 or x<111
3

4<x<fi!
3

M1

AI
3

Alternative method:

z<!, <s? Ml23
I <x<ll: Al
3

o) 5,7,11 BI

1l

,4

C

t,

Ĵ

For construction of angle
bisector and perpendicular
bisector, construction lines
must be seen.

Bl: bisector of angle ABC
Bl: perpendicular bisector of
AB
B 1 : marking point Xin the
correct region.

t2

(5-2)x180"
ZCIH

5

= 108o

/,DIH =
(o- 2)x tso"

6

=120o
ZCID = 360o -108' -120'

(Angles at a pt.)
:132o

180-132 _y- Y- '"- (base Z, isos A)
2

:24

MI

M1

AI

J

M1 awarded for finding either
ICIH or ZDIH correctly.

Ml awarded for finding ICID.

Penalise I mark for absence of
geometric reason.

ti
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Qn. No. Answer Marking
Point

Marks Remarks

13(a)

120:23 x 3x 5

180:22 x32 x5

210:2x3x5x7

HCF:2x3x5
:30

A1
3

(b)

No. of lamp post

^ 180 ^ t20 2t0
= tv,,,,,,,,,,,_L tv_t_

30 30 30

=27

M1 , 0

A1

14

Letx be the breadth. Then the
length will be 2.r.

Original Area:*
New Area : (o.sx) (t. 2s (2x))

:1.25*

%:\#-xfioo/o
:62.5Yo

M1

MI

A1

J

1s(a)

$

[ * t:-3.I?,+r]

f

J

B I : correct x-intercepts, y-
intercept

B l: correct tuming point and
shape.

(b)
I

2
BI

16(a) (:) M1 , A1

3

(b)

The elements in the makix
represents the total points obtained
by the teams respectively. Courage
obtained 25 points while Diligence
obtained 23 points.

B1
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4

4

Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

17(a\
=5(*'-4y')
=5(x+ zy)(x-zy)

B1

B1
4

(b)
=3a(2p +3q)-zb(tq+zp)

=(ta-zu)(zp+3q)

M1

AI

18(a)
1cmrep.251rrr.
16.8 cm ) 16.8x25 =4201<m

A1

3

(b)

1 cm2 ) 625 ktl2
102020

Area on maD =' 625
:163.232 cnf

M1

A1

Award A0 if answer given is
rounded tot63 crf.
The answer is an exact value.

1e(a)

IDAE=ZCFD=90" (grven)

DE: CD: 13 cm (given)
AD: FC:8 cm (given)
.'. LDAE: LCFD (RHS)

B.2,l,A

4

(b)

AEz =132 -82 = 105

AE =,,h05

Area of BCFE

=8x13-2(i"*")
:22.0243...
J 22.0cm2 (3 s.f.)

M1

AI

M1 for area of triangle.

20(a\

5

B1

o) AaB'aC BI

(cXi) {13, 14, 17 , 19,21lr A1

(cXii) {14,15,16, 18,20,21} Bl,0

2t(a)

2-(-2)
3-0

4

m

3

M1

an. No. 
I
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5

Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point Marks Remarks

! = 1is they-intercept.
A

v = -x-2"3 A1

(b) AB= 3-of +Q-(z))'
:5 units

M1

A1

22(a) t4 B1

5

(b)
v4
-=-205
v =16

M1
AI

(c)

20
km

20 m/s = 1000
1^h

3600
:72l<rlrrlh

Hence, the car exceeded the speed
limit between 5 and 19 s when
travelling at maximum speed.

MI

B1

Alternattve solution:

To lo,/h - Toooo ds
3600

A: l9- m/s
9

.'. exceededbetween 5 and 19 s

since the car's maximum speed
is 20 m/s.

23(a)
Moming: 73; 77.5; 7
Evening:61

82,1,0

5
(b)

Statement 1

Disagree.
IQR in the morning was smaller
than the IQR in the evening
suggesting that the speed of the cars
were more consistent in the
morning.

Statement 2
Disagree.
The Upper Ouartile forthe moming
was 77.5 lcmlh suegesting that less
than 257o of cars were over the
speed limit. In the evening it was 82
km,/h, suggesting that more than
25Yo of cars were over the speed
limit.

B1

B1

BI

Alternattve solution:

- 200-164 xfiayo
200

: ISYo

Moming

:. 18% exceeded the speed
limit.

2a@)
AC 245 7

AD 140 4 82, 1,0 Deduct I mark if no reason is
seen.

Award 82.
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

AD t40 7

AB804
ZCAD = IDAB (common Z)

:. LACD is similar to L,ADB.
(SAS Similarity)

(b)
CD I4O

180 80
CD:315 AI

(c)
cosZBAD=

802 +1402 *1802 2

2(80Xr40) 7

ZBADi:106.6" (1 d.p.)

M2

A1

2s(aXi)

AB2 +BC2 =52 +122

=169 =132

= ACz

By the converse of Pythagoras'
Theorem, triangle ABC is a right-

angled triangle with /-ABC =90'

M1

B1

7

Award M0 B0 if students start
with using Pythagoras'
Theorem.

(aXit)
5

l3
B1

o)(D

5Y =6x+2

4y+l-7x-y
5y =7 x-l

B1

B1 B1 awarded for unsimplified
expression.

(bxii)

7x-l=6x+2
X:3
5y =7Q)-l=20
!=4

AI

AI

80



Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

1(a)

x'-4x-l
:(x- z)'-(-a)'-r
=(r- z)'-S

M1
A1

11

(bxi)
m=-1.7651...

: -r.77 (3 s.f.) AI

(bxii)

m'=Z-b'
a

m'+b'=Z
a

.'.y-a(m'+b')

M1

A1

Ml awarded for cubing
both sides of the
equation.

Also accept

!=am3 +abz.

(c)

s(x-z)-?(x+.t) _ o
(x+3)(x-z)

3x-16=4x2 +4x*24
) 4x2 +x-8=0

*1+ ,_4 4 (-8)
2(4)

-ft^,ll$
I

x =-1.5447... or x:1.29472...
fr -1.s4 (3 s.f.) or [ 1.29 (3 s.f.)

M1

M1

M1

A1

(d)

35x=8y +4x
31x = 8/
,_ 8

v31

M1

A1

2(a)
= sgooo(r.ors)'o

z : 58ooo(1.01 5)'o - 58ooo

=9311.367...

l: $9311.37 (2d.p.)

M1

M1

AI

(b)(i)

97.6% + 4.|billion

100%- 100 ,4.1billion
97.6

=4.2008... billion

tr 4.20 billion (3 s.f.)

M1

A1

Accept 4.2}xl0e .
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

(bXiiXa)
2.4xl}g B1

oxiixb)

0'24 
,t00Yo= 5.8536...

4.1
ll s.8s% (3 s.f.)

M1
A1

(c)

Selling price = ll2%x945€
= 1058.4€

_ 1058.4

0.63

= SGD1680

M1

M1
A1

3(a)
ZACB =293o -267.8'

=25.2o (shown) AI

10

(b)

sinIABC sin25.2'

374 248

sin.ABC -374sn25'2'
248

IABC = 39.948...'

=399o (l d.p.)

M1

AI

(c)

ZBAC = 180o -39.9' -25.2" (Z sum of A)
: ll4.9o

Area of LABC = l1z+t71t74)sin l 14.9"
2'

=42065.073...

[ 42100 m' 13 s.f.1

M1

M1

A1

(dxi)

sin25.2'- 
d

374

) d =374sin25.2"
=159.2414...

1s9.24 m (5 s.f.)

MI

A1

If students use IABC,
they will have to use

39.948' and they will
obtain
159.2388 t:159.24
(5 s.f)

(dxii)

Let ?bethe greatest angle of elevation.

- t02
tzn9 =

159.2414
0 =32.6414...

32.6" d.

M1

A1

4(a) Te =6+(6-z)2 -tZ=t0
B1

(b)

T,=6+(n-z)'-zn
=6+n'-4n+4-2n
=nz -6n+10

M1

A1

2
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Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

(c)

(zrc)'_-a(t*)+ro _r,
k'-6k+la

9kz -tgk +lo : 17 kz -to2k +t7o
>8k2 -84lr+160 = 0

2k2 -2lk+40=0 (shown)

M2

A1

Ml for numerator
Ml for denominator

(d)
(2k -s)(k - 8) : o

k=2.5orft=8
M1

Al, A1

(e)
thas to be a whole number. Since fr = 2.5 is not a
whole number, it will have to be rejected. BI

s(aXi)
ICAT =

190" -69" (tangents from ext. pt.)
2

= 56o
A1

9

(a)(ii)

ZOAT = IOCT : 90'(tan I rad)

ZAOC =180o -2x90' -68'(Z sum of quad)

=112"
A1

(aXiii)
ZAEC ='?' (l at cr..:22 atcircumference)

2

= 56o
A1

(a)(iv)
ZABC =180o -56'(Zs in opp. segment)

=724" AI
Allow ft.
180'- their /AEC

(a)(v)

ZDCA = 90' (Z in semicircle)
ZACT = ./.CAT (isos. A)
ZDCS = 180o -90" -56"(adj. ls on str. line)

=34o

M1

A1

Allow ft.
180"- 90"-their ZAEC

(aXvi)

ZOAT = 90' (tangent I radius)

ZATO =34o

tan34" =oAl0

= OA= 10tan34o
:6.74508...
[ 6.75 cm

M1

AI

o)

lAOC+ZATC =ll2o +68"

= 180o (Zsn opp. segment)
.'. the points A, O, C and T are points lying on
another circle.

BI

Alternative Solution:
IOAT: ZOCT =90'
rt. angle in semicircle

6(a)
arc BD:6(1.2)

:'7.2 cm AI
(b) tanl.2=BC

6
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

+ BC =6tznl.2
:15.4329...
il 15.4 cm (3 s.f.) A1

(c)

cos1.2 - 6

AC

+AC- 6 
=16.5582...

cosl.2

P =7.2+15.4329...+

: 33.1911...
ll 33.2cm (3 s.f.)

I u 
-u)

I cos 1.2 )

M1

A1

(d)

arcaof X

=f,{rr orrnf ([-t.r)
:1.0049...
Ll 1.00cm2 (3 s.f.)

1
(rs.+:ze)'rir,IL-t.z

22 M2

AI

Ml for area of sector
CBE.

Ml for area of triangle
CBE.

(e)

area ofY

= f,{u)tt 
t.o3z\ - l$)' (r.z\

:24.6987...
C 24.7 crr2 (3 s.f.)

M2

A1

Ml for area of triangle
ABC.

Ml for area of sector
ABD.

7(a) P=1.2 AI

9

(b)

(see attached) Pl for correct plotting of
points.

Cl for smoothness of
curve.

(c)
Draw the liney: 5

x:5,2 BI

(d)

4.4-0.6m=-
5.5-2

= 1.0857...

1.09 (3 s.f.)

M1

A1

Actual gradient
: l.ll
Accept:
A.967 <mSl.26

(e)

9=12-3x
x

2x-7 +9= (tz-tx)+zx-t
x

Draw !=-x+5 '

x: 3.15 ( 10.05 )

M
M

I
I

B1
B1 awarded if line passes

thru (1,4) and (5,0).

8(a)
r = ln go)' 1zt1 - f,"! " 1s1' M1

Award Ml for either for
volume of cone or
hemisphere.

4
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

-2300 n-8zLtr33
= 683!r

3

=2146.7549...
[ 2150cm3 (3 s.f.)

A1

(b)

YAz :232 +102
:629

YA=J629
=25.0798...
:25.1cm (3 s.f.) AI

(c)

rsA= n(to)Jas + o(to'-5')* !*qo(s)'

=l\JA9n+75r+5An
= I 180.6065...

,: I 180 cm2 13 s.f.)

M3

AI

Ml each awarded for
CSA ofcon., u."u o,
annulus and CSA of
hemisphere.

(d)

683Ln
No. of cylinders = 1

r(r.z)'(z.s)
: 189.8148...

= 189 (rounded down)

M2

A1

Ml each awarded for
volume of material and
volume of cylinder.

e(a)(i)(a)

5 11 +23 l3 +8 I +l t7 + t9
Mean =

50
724

50

=14.4 min BI

(ixb)

Zft' =s(r r)' + zt(tz)' + a(rs)' + to(tz)' + +(rl)'
=10626

SD=
10626

50
(r+.+)'

=.,Eto
=2.2715...
C 2.27 mn (3 s.f.)

M1

AI

(ii)

The data is grouped into intervals. Thus it is not
possible to know the exact waiting time of people in
a class interval. The mid-value is used, thus the
mean calculated will be an estimate. B1

Alternative solution:
We do not know the
actual waiting times and
have estimated them
using the mid-values in
the calculation of the
mean.

11

5
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Marks Remarks
Marking

Point
AnswerQn. No.

B1

B1

meanB < meana On average, the waiting time in
Branch be is less than that ofBranchA.
SDs < SDr. This suggest that the waiting times in
Branch.B is more consistent. Thus, I will choose

Branch,B.

(iii)

92 I 0(bXD

c

v

n
c

V

,l!
c

,,

&a&e!][ Elssdr

r

4

{
{

4l
n)

-. c'

\r2J

R

fr\' (i?l

/.1 \
t rr.l

AI
(iiXa)

11

P(Y,V)
43
t2 1l
I

A1

(s
l_

Irz
I

4

).[#.*).(

P(R,R)

3 2\
-x- |t2 tt)

P(Brenda choose R

Jx-
l1

)=P(c,n)+e(v,n)+

(ii)o)

A1

mean =

s.f.

7

7.39 h

6x2+7 Lfi+9x2
4

- ll
28

=7.39285...

l0(a)

A1

r284.s kWh (1 d.P.) Ghown)

x1390 = 1284.5098...
11

28
h -+7

Model E:

Model S:

8 h +1390 kwh

7Ll
28
8

(b)

10

6
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Qn. No. Answer
Marking

Point
Marks Remarks

8 h -+ 847 kwh

zl1 I -+
28

- 11t-
28
8

x847 =782.7187...

r":782.7 kwh (1 d.p.) (shown) AI

(c)

Model S:

Total Cost

=962+5U284.5 x 0.2097 +0.7 x4x30 x1.07]

=2758.19825...
ft $27s8.20 (2 d.p.)

Model E:

Total cost= 1294+Sfttz.l x0.2a97 +4x30x1.07]
:2756.66495...
r $27s6.66 (2 d.p.)

Based on her usage, Model E will have a lower cost
of $1,54 after 5 years of use.

M2, I )

0

M1

ivdz, 1 ,

0

M 1

B I

100
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